Ohio Attorney General's Office
Bureau of Criminal Investigation
Investigative Report
2022-0535
Officer Involved Critical Incident - I-71 N. Mile Marker 123, Lewis
Center, Ohio (L)

Investigative Activity:

Attempt to Locate/Contact, Evidence Collection

Involves:

Jonathon Sirvelle Wilder Myers (S)

Date of Activity:

03/11/2022

Activity Location:

Grant Medical Center - 111 South Grant Avenue , Columbus, OH
43215, Franklin County

Author:

SA Shane R. Hanshaw, #102

Narrative:
On Friday, March 11, 2022, at approximately 1250 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI) Special Agent (SA) Shane Hanshaw (Hanshaw) arrived at Grant Medical Center, located at
111 S. Grant Avenue in Columbus, Ohio. The purpose of the hospital visit was to identify and
interview any involved subjects and collect any evidence relevant to the Officer Involved Critical
Incident (OICI) that occurred on Interstate 71 North, near mile marker 123, on Friday, March
11, 2022.
Upon arrival, SA Hanshaw spoke with Columbus Police Department (CPD) Officer Ben Westlake
(Westlake) and Officer Mark Heinl (Heinl) at the Trauma Unit located on the first floor. Both
officers were posted in front of trauma room number 56, the room occupied by Jonathon Wilder
Myers (Myers).
Officer Westlake advised the clothing and personal belongings of Myers were packaged in a
brown plastic bag located in the floor near Myers’s bed. Officers said hospital staff workers
removed all items contained in the bag from Myers upon his arrival.
At approximately 1305 hours, SA Hanshaw took possession of one brown plastic paper bags
containing personal items collected from Myers. An evidence collection inventory sheet with
an itemized list of the evidence is attached to this report. During the inventory, SA Hanshaw
noticed that no shirt was included in the bag. Officers stated when Myers arrived at the hospital,
he was only wearing the items included in the brown plastic bag. SA Hanshaw asked about any
evidence including a projectile or fragments. SA Hanshaw was advised that the bullet was still
lodged in Myers’s leg.
During the hospital visit, SA Hanshaw attempted to speak with Myers. After identifying himself
to Myers, it was clear that Myers was not in a condition that would allow him to make a clear
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and intelligent statement.
After leaving Grant Medical Center, SA Hanshaw traveled to the incident location at Interstate
71, North of Polaris Parkway. At approximately 1419 hours, on Friday, March 11, 2022, SA
Hanshaw released all items of evidence collected at Grant Medical Center to SA Chad Holcomb.
For an itemized list of evidence collected at Grant Medical Center on Friday, March 11, 2022,
see attached document.
Attachments:
Attachment # 01: Receipt for Myers clothing from Grant Medical Center
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